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Lesson 3Lesson 3Lesson 3Lesson 3    
Change It Up:Change It Up:Change It Up:Change It Up:    
Sometimes writers get stuck in a rut writing the same old simple sentences in 
piece after piece.  This activity is going to give you a swift kick in your sentence 
fluency pants!   
 
What Do I Do:What Do I Do:What Do I Do:What Do I Do:    
1. Get a small group or 4-5 students together.  If they’ve done this assignment 

before, it’s okay, because it’s new every time.   
2. Sit in a circle on the floor or around a table and get out a piece of paper.  You 

are going to write a story     together — sort of.   
3. Every person must write a sentence on a piece of paper.  Then you pass the  

paper to the person on your left. 
4. The next person must write a second sentence.   Their sentence has to develop 

the topic or keep the story going.  However, here’s the catch — the new       
sentence can not begin with either of the first two words of the original       
sentence, and it also can not have the same subject (or pronoun form of that 
subject). 

 
 For example, If the first student writes:  Mary went to the store. 
 
 The next person can not write:  Mary bought some eggs.    Because it starts with one  
           of the same first two words. 
           and has the same subject.    
 They also can not write:   She bought some eggs. Because “she” is the  
           pronoun form of “Mary.”  
 They can write:    Riding there on her bike Because it has two different  
       took about fifteen minutes.     first words, doesn’t use the 
           pronoun form, and has a 
           new subject.  
        

5. Continue around the circle until everyone’s written on each page.   
6. Check the papers as a group to make sure everyone followed the rules. 
7. If anyone did not follow the rules, as a group make revisions to that paper.   
8. Have a conversation about which was easier/harder to do—change the        

sentence beginnings or changing the subject of the sentence.   


